TCNJ Psychology Department’s Fifth Annual Lab Olympics!

The 5th annual lab Olympics were held on May 11, 2015. Since the Alcohol Lab won the 2014 Lab Olympics, they were in charge this year and did a fantastic job.

This year’s events included clothing races, charades, a sponge race, human knot tie, and a lab cheer. Browse through this newsletter to see who won each event! The final pages of the newsletter have the lab rosters and photos. Congratulations to all participants!
Thrift-Shop Relay:
1st place: Organizational Psychology Lab
2nd Place: SCCI Lab
3rd Place: REACH Lab and Children’s Social Development Lab
Charades:
1st place: Organizational Psychology Lab and RRR Lab
2nd Place: ERP Lab
3rd Place: Memory and Aging Lab and REACH Lab
4th Place: MISC Lab
5th Place: PaDLab, COP Lab, and Reproductive and Sexual Health Lab

Trivia:
1st place: Organizational Psychology Lab
2nd Place: Reproductive and Sexual Health Lab and TAP Lab
Sponge Race:
1st place: Reproductive and Sexual Health Lab
2nd Place: SCCI Lab
3rd Place: Memory and Aging Lab
4th Place: REACH Lab
Human Knot Tie:
1st place: Emotion Lab
2nd Place: MISC Lab
3rd Place: TAP Lab
4th Place: SCCI Lab
5th Place: COP Lab
Cheer:
1st place: Memory and Aging Lab
2nd Place: MISC Lab
3rd Place: TAP Lab
4th Place: ERP Lab
5th Place: Reproductive and Sexual Health Lab
Scores were carefully tallied...
And the winner is...
The Organizational Psychology Lab!
Participating Labs:

**Memory and Aging Lab**—Tied for Second Place

Pictured:
Top: Dr. Tamra Bireta, Becky Foot, Michael Levi, Laura Cheatham, Danielle Alu
Bottom: Lalitha Karra, Michelle Leao, Dr. Bireta's daughters, Bridget Appleby, Olivia Laura

**MISC Lab**—Tied for Second Place

Pictured (names not in order):
Dr. Lisa Grimm, Ada Grimm Rein, Tom Weiss, Danny Gallagher, Nick Spanola, Christian Sabella, Andrew Edelblum, Erin Largey, Stephanie Mallinas, Jess Cassera, Rachel Dickler, Alexa Nagasue, Heather Bruett
Alcohol Lab—2014 Winners

Pictured (names not in order):
Jack Baldwin, Jeremy Bongiovanni, Bianca Caracappa, Rebecca Caughron, Mitch Farrell, Jason Klosek, Lindsy Lansberry, Jared Levin, Melanie Orr, Nishawn Rahaman, Stevan Selle, Danielle Stepens, and Dr. Margaret Martinetti

Romantic Relationship Research (RRR) Lab

Pictured (names not in order):
Geimy Barreto, Alexis Eckert, Derek Giannone, Kelly Hennebry, Meagan Loo, Jamie Michel, Jessica Markus Christine Petit, Kristen Rayner Kelsey Wolfe, Dr. Candice Feiring
ERP Lab

Pictured: Jenna Krizan, Heather Bruett, Jaryd Frankel, Maddie Liskiewicz, Ben Askin, Theresea Cannone, Stephen Schwering, Ana Veloso, Cailin Crawford, Ceilianne Quezada, Irina Nagovsky

Reproductive and Sexual Health Lab

Pictured: Rebecca Van Der Horn, Anna Mitarotondo, Madeline Dec, Portia Womer, Rachel Fiksklin, Noelle Skrobola
Bottom: Dr. Jessica Barnack-Tavlaris, Victoria Michels, Jessica Saddler, Margaret Toich
SCCI Lab

Pictured:
Dr. Shaun Wiley, Katherine Scott, Kimberly Bernstein, Nina Ventresco, Michael McLaughlin, Melissa Garfield, and Julia McGovern.

Organizational Psychology Lab

Pictured:
Top: Dr. Jason Dahling, Katie Hansel, Ben Levine, Jerry Coyne, Gordon Sayre, Brittany Wetreich, Alexandra Oskam
Bottom: Sue Hua Aw Young, Jill DeMarco, Kajal Patel, Becca Cestari, Taylor Stephens, Jess Saddler

Not pictured: Saba Butt, Amanda Quijada, Kristin Schnatter
TAP Lab

Pictured:
Top: Dr. Jean Kirnan, Tom Gardner, John Flynn, Tom Robertson, Mario Erisnord, Phil Clark
Bottom: Nina Ventresco, Marissa Penny-packer

PaD Lab

Pictured:
Sarah Perry, Susan Milligan, Julie Hughes, Louise Hughes, Karen Chan, Amber Romero, and Angelica Tengelics
COP Lab

Pictured (names not in order):
Erica Joel, Amanda Fresnics, Emily Roberts, Juan Segovia, Shirley Wang, Olivia Pruznick, Loraine Megaro, Elisa-beth O’Connor and Dr. Ashley Borders

REACH Lab

Pictured:
Corina Ramos, Queneisha Jones, Alexus Perry, Kirsten Christensen, Laura Plishka, Dr. He Len Chung, Jessica Brum, Arathi Elango
Emotion Lab

Participants:

Liz Ambos, Matt Klubeck, Maria Phillips, Cole Playter, Mike Larkin, and Kat Fuentes.

Children’s Social Developmental Lab

Pictured:
Danielle Lukas, Jaclyn Kraus, Vicki Wang, Sruti Kanthan, Dr. James Graham